
Campaign Terms and Conditions – Book on Plus & Spend on Us!  
 
*Fares are per person, in AUD, in complete twin accommodation based on the lead 
category for each stateroom type at time of publication, inclusive of all discounts, taxes, 
fees and port expenses (which are subject to change). Campaign commences 15 March 
2024 and ends on 13 June 2024. Campaign offers are not available on World Cruise and 
Round Australia itineraries. Valid for new bookings and not combinable with any other 
offer.  
 
#Savings are based on launch fares released for each itinerary between December 2022 
and November 2023. Savings vary by stateroom category, fare type and itinerary. Fares 
based on specific departure dates only. Higher fares may apply to other departure dates.  
 
Princess Standard fare is the cruise fare only without any inclusions. ~Princess Plus 
fare is valid for the first two guests in the stateroom. Princess Plus fare includes the cruise 
fare packaged with the Plus Beverage Package, 1 device Wi-Fi, twice-daily premium 
dessert credits, two-fitness class credits, unlimited juice bar, two-Casual Dining credits, 
OceanNow® delivery and Room Service delivery. ^^Princess Premier fare is valid for the 
first two guests in the stateroom. Princess Premier fare includes the cruise fare packaged 
with the Premier Beverage Package, 4 device Wi-Fi, two-specialty dining credits, photo 
package, unlimited premium dessert credits, unlimited fitness class credits, unlimited juice 
bar, reserved theatre seating (production shows only), unlimited Casual Dining credits, 
OceanNow® delivery and Room Service delivery and more.  
 
^Onboard spending money is per stateroom and is applied to the first 2 passengers in a 
stateroom. Amount varies by voyage length and stateroom type as specified up to $300 per 
stateroom when booking on a Princess Standard fare and up to $600 per stateroom when 
booking on a Princess Plus or Princess Premier fare. Currency varies by ship and itinerary, 
refer to princess.com for details. Onboard spending money expires at the conclusion of 
your cruise, is not transferable, non-refundable, not redeemable for cash and cannot be 
used at the medical centre or casino.  
 
All travel is subject to the Passage Contract, available at 
princess.com/legal/passage_contract, which passengers will be bound by. Credit card 
surcharges (Visa/Mastercard 1.1%; AMEX 2.75%) and a 1.0% surcharge for PayPal apply 
to direct bookings (website/call centre). Cruise itineraries and onboard offerings are not 
guaranteed. Charges apply to some activities, venues and menu items. Carnival plc 
trading as Princess Cruises ABN 23 107 998 443. 
 

 


